Dutch Handwriting and Fonts
Transcription of old Dutch records is challenging, not only because the
handwriting is often difficult to decipher but some of the letters are either
unique to Dutch or difficult to typeset in printed material.
For example, the ‘long s’ is used in Dutch (and in other old Latin languages,
being derived from the Roman cursive medial s1). The letter is often,
mistakenly, rendered in typewritten matter as an ‘f’ but there are some
typefaces that use an f with only a left nub:

ſ

Cambrio computer font enlarged

Other typefaces, more rarely, use no nub:

ſ

Calibri computer font enlarged

In other cases, the font follows closely the appearance of the letter in cursive
writing, with a descender2:

In any of its forms the long ‘s’ is transcribed and pronounced in modern English
as an ‘s’.
Consider how the 'long s' has actually been transcribed from original records.
The same original record using the long ‘s’ has been transcribed by two
authors; the first is a reasonably accurate transcript using both the font with
the half-nub on the ‘f’, and the second a rather poor transcript substituting the
‘s’.
Stillwell – published in 19033

Wright – published in 19094

Stillwell made an effort, as he described in his book, to make an accurate
transcription of the way the original record was written. And that brings up a
second consideration in transcribing old Dutch records.
‘ij’ is a digraph of the letters ‘i’ and ‘j’, not a sequence of ‘i’ then ‘j’. See the
Wikipedia article for an excellent discussion of the ij digraph5.
Few fonts actually have the ij digraph. However, it can be created in most
fonts by compressing the space between an ‘i’ and a ‘j’:
i followed by j using Verdana 28-point font uncompressed

ij
i followed by j using Verdana 28-point font compressed by 3 points

ij
With this spacing it’s easy to see how handwriting can be interpreted as the
letter ‘y’ with a dieresis, ÿ. In fact, ij is often printed as ÿ. In cursive Old

Dutch handwriting ij and ÿ look identical.
‘ij’ is pronounced somewhere between ‘eye’ and ‘ay’. An excellent
website to hear the Dutch pronunciation of this digraph, as well as most
everything Dutch, is that of Marco Schuffelen6.
For example, Marijtje (where ij is the digraph) has been transcribed as
Marÿtje and written by others as Marytje. The given name is
pronounced Mar-eye-chuh in spoken Dutch, where the –tje is the
diminutive. In English, some would say Mary but Marie may also be an
English approximation. A better approach is to use the original Dutch
spelling Marijtje with the digraph.
Another challenging outcome of old Dutch records is the multiple
spellings of both first and last names. In New Amsterdam at least three
cultures were intertwined: Dutch, English and French (the Huguenots).
Depending on the ancestry of the clerk doing the writing, names would

take multiple forms and, in addition, the same person might use several
renditions of their names during their lifetimes.
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